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Executive Summary
As part of our comprehensive phishing prevention and mitigation solutions, the PhishMe research 
and intelligence team captures and analyzes phishing campaigns from around the world to deliver 
the most relevant and recent phishing threat intelligence to our customers. Email was used to deliver 
a stunning variety of criminal utilities and malware tools in 2016. Many of the trends from the past 
year are rooted in the trends and paradigm shifts from years prior. 

A Look Back...
In many ways, the contemporary threat landscape is the predicate of events that have unfolded 
since 2014. At the beginning of 2014, the Gameover Zeus botnet loomed large on the phishing threat 
landscape. Before its takedown, criminal operations related to Gameover brought about innovations 
like use of the Blackhole exploit kit and Pony downloader and information stealer as part of the 
infection process. However, one of the most lasting and impactful innovations was the delivery of 
the CryptoLocker encryption ransomware as a second stage to infection by the Gameover Zeus 
botnet. Echoes of each of these were noted in 2016, with the use of exploit kit links in email used to 
deliver Dridex, the persistence of Pony within the threat landscape and the rapid growth in popularity 

Furthermore, 2014 also saw the introduction of CryptoDefense, which was later replaced by 
CryptoWall. Both served as the immediate, logical successors to CryptoLocker and were early 
harbingers of encryption ransomware’s eventual growth. In fact, CryptoWall persisted as a threat into 
the early months of 2016, only diminishing as the ransomware trend in 2016 brought numerous other 
ransomware utilities onto the threat landscape.

During the past year in over 2,500 Active Threat Reports, PhishMe Intelligence produced and 
delivered detailed analysis of phishing campaigns delivering malware used to steal, mangle or 
monitor private data and interactions. The context-rich intelligence in these reports provided security 
professionals with indicators of compromise and comprehensive descriptions of the tools, tactics 
and techniques used by threat actors to deliver over 100 distinct malware varieties. 

2016 represented a year of notable growth in ransomware and malware delivery tools juxtaposed 
with reliance on tried-and-true phishing tactics. These are the major trends from 2016.

Following its takedown in 2014, the Gameover botnet was 
quickly replaced as a trendsetter by the Dyre trojan. Dyre 
was frequently delivered using Microsoft Office documents 
with macro scripting throughout the last half of 2014 and the 
bulk of 2015. The usage of documents with macro scripting 
has persisted, and, although superseded in 2016 by other 
malware delivery mechanisms, has remained a favorite for 
threat actors. 

2016 represented a year of notable 
growth in ransomware and malware 
delivery tools juxtaposed with reliance 
on tried-and-true phishing tactics.
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Ransomware dominated the conversation in 2016 as it reached full fruition as a business model used 
by successful threat actors. Its explosive growth was evidence of a paradigm shift in criminal business 
ventures resulting in estimated losses of well over $1 Billion. PhishMe confirmed the presence of 
ransomware tools on a stunning ninety percent of all collected malware payload URLs identified 
throughout the year. With the noted shift in delivery sophistication in Q4, 2016, we expect to see this 
threat continue to evolve. 

Phishing emails rely on a combination of technical factors to accomplish the goal of reaching and 
harming their victims. During 2016, threat actors iterated upon and recombined anti-analysis and 
obfuscation techniques designed to circumvent technical controls that would frustrate that goal. 
Many of these alterations augmented the delivery of malware utilities to increase the likelihood that 
the malware payload would avoid detection during the infection process.

Since the beginning of 2015, more and more threat actors have gravitated away from the use of 
sophisticated malware downloader applications toward simplistic and highly adaptable script 
applications. Mainstays such as Office documents bundled with macro scripting and Windows 
applications designed as malware downloaders were still largely featured although they were 
overshadowed by the growth in these other lightweight utilities.

While ransomware maintained a high profile and inflicted much damage, many threat actors are still 
in it for the long-haul and the bigger payout with the bulk of distinct phishing attacks recorded in 2016 
delivering non-ransomware utilities. This demonstrates that many threat actors remain committed to the 
use of more traditional criminal tools designed to facilitate the theft of information and private data.

The most prominent malware payload in 2016, delivered by the largest number of distinct sets of 
phishing email throughout the year, was the Locky encryption ransomware. Other notable ransomware 
mentions among the top malware payloads are the Cerber encryption ransomware and the TeslaCrypt 
encryption ransomware. While TeslaCrypt fell out of use during the year, Cerber and its ransomware-
as-a-service platform has persisted.

However, the combined volume of malware designed to exfiltrate information and private data – 
the tried and true malware used for breaches – outweighed the delivery of the top 3 ransomware 
payloads. Off-the-shelf keyloggers and remote access trojans, as well as the prolific Pony information 
stealer, were featured heavily as payloads delivered by phishing emails. Robust botnet malware, 
such as Dridex and Neverquest (also known as Vawtrak), were also used throughout the year to gain 
access and lurk within an organization’s network for extended periods of time. With this access, these 
threat actors can carry out long-term operations and even customize their attacks to adapt to each 
victim environment.

2016 By the Numbers

2016 Trends in Malware
Ransomware Sees Triple Digit Growth

Circumventing Technology: Anti-Analysis and Obfuscation Techniques Grow 

Ch Ch Ch Ch Changes... Malware Delivery Continues to Evolve

Life is still a Breach: Information and Data Theft Malware Alive and Well
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Despite the explosion in ransomware usage in 2016, the majority of distinct phishing campaigns 
delivered a non-ransomware utility. This underscores the fact that while ransomware was prolific, it has 
not supplanted the volume of traditional malware in phishing email. In 2016, 37% of all phishing attacks 
analyzed delivered some form of ransomware utility while the remaining 63% were used to deliver the 
non-ransomware malware designed to siphon information and data from victims’ environments to the 
threat actor. And with over 90% of databreaches attributed to phishing emails, it’s no wonder.

The explosive growth in ransomware over the past year is staggering. Beginning during the first quarter 
of 2016, growth in threat actors reliance on ransomware compared to its early 2015 usage sustained 
triple-digit levels. The comparative rates of non-ransomware utilities has held relatively steady. Within just 
a few months, ransomware went from a relatively boutique category of malware utility to a mainstream 
destructive tool used in massive wave after wave of phishing attacks launched against individuals and 
companies alike.

Figure 1: Ransomware utilities featured large but did not overtake non-ransomware in 2016

Figure 2: Using early 2015 as a benchmark, ransomware use has enjoyed triple-digit growth 
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Applications written in JavaScript and Visual Basic grew in use while Microsoft Office documents with 
downloader macros maintained a favored position as a delivery mechanism for malware payloads. 
New and interesting additions to the top delivery mechanisms included WSF script applications and the 
Microsoft HTA format – both of which serve as wrappers for script content written in JavaScript or Visual 
Basic. None of the top six malware delivery tools from 2016 was a Windows PE application, instead 
relying on lightweight formats that are natively executable due to their association with various Windows 
components such as wscript.exe or mshta.

The few examples of Windows PE applications that were found among the top ten downloader tools 
were associated almost exclusively with only a few payload malware types. For example, RockLoader 
was used extensively as a means for delivering the Locky encryption ransomware along with other 
information stealers and the Dridex botnet malware. Similarly, the H1N1 Loader was utilized as part of 
the distribution process for the Neverquest or Vawtrak botnet malware many times throughout the year.

The fourth quarter of 2016 showed some interesting movement in the list of popular malware payloads. 
The top four varieties in the fourth quarter matched the overall yearly trend exactly. However, by the fourth 
quarter, the frequency of broad Dridex campaigns had diminished and the TeslaCrypt ransomware had 
evaporated. Threat actors also began to make use of the relatively new TrickBot malware and increased the 
frequency of using the Ursnif malware. This likely provides a look ahead at some of the trending malware 
tools that will loom large in 2017. 

Over the past three years, threat actors have been transitioning away from the use of more complex 
downloader tools toward more flexible Microsoft Office documents and script applications. This trend 
was pushed forward throughout the year by the growth in ransomware deployments as well as by newer 
botnet malware, such as TrickBot. 

Figure 3: Script applications overtook Office documents with macro scripting in malware delivery
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Ransomware’s dominant role in the 2016 phishing 
landscape was still evident by the continued presence 
of successful ransomware varieties Locky and Cerber 
among the most commonly-used in the fourth quarter 
of 2016. Examining Locky’s distribution during the 
fourth quarter also tells an interesting story about 
the way that malware was delivered in 2016. Most 
Locky samples were delivered to victims using WSF, 
Visual Basic, and JavaScript applications—only 21% 
of Locky distribution in the fourth quarter was carried 
out using Office documents. This shows one of the 
most interesting developments from the first Locky 
distributions which utilized Office documents.

CryptoWall was one of the most successful ransomware types and was heavily represented in malware 
samples analyzed by PhishMe Intelligence through 2015 and into 2016. At the beginning of 2016, this 
flagship ransomware was observed with increasing frequency as were CTB-Locker and TeslaCrypt. As the 
number of attempts to deliver these ransomware varieties increased, new ransomware utilities began to 
enter the market as well. Examples like Radamant quickly entered the phishing threat landscape but were 
quickly dwarfed by the introduction of another ransomware tool.

The scale of ransomware operations in 2016 was truly staggering. In addition to being responsible for 
massive volumes of phishing email, the threat actors like using the ransomware tools were able to harness a 
massive number of distinct payload locations throughout the year. The chart below shows the breakdown of 
ransomware and non-ransomware malware payload URLs recorded throughout 2016. Collections performed 
by PhishMe Intelligence confirmed the presence of ransomware tools on a stunning ninety percent of all 
malware payload URLs identified through the year. This represents a complete inversion from 2015 when only 
three percent of all malware payload URLs represented a component in the delivery of a ransomware tool.

TOP 2016 MALWARE TOP Q4 MALWARE
Locky Locky
Pony Pony

Remote Access Trojan Remote Access Trojan
Keylogger Keylogger

Cerber Ransomware Banload
Banload Cerber Ransomware
Dridex Trickbot

Neverquest Neverquest

TeslaCrypt Kovter
Kovter Ursnif

2016: The Year of Ransomware

2015 Q1 2015 Q2 2015 Q3 2015 Q4 2016 Q1 2016 Q2 2016 Q3 2016 Q4

Figure 4: Quarter-over-quarter growth in ransomware use shows the success of that criminal venture
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The Locky ransomware made an immediate impact on the information security industry with its 
introduction on Feb. 16, 2016 due to both the volume and tenacity of its distribution. Using Microsoft 
Office documents attached to phishing emails, this ransomware reached hundreds of thousands of 
victims on its first day of deployment. One of the most important characteristics of this malware was its 
apparent appropriation of the delivery mechanisms used to deliver the Dridex botnet trojan. This apparent 
connection lead to speculation of a connection between the criminal operations supported by these two 
robust utilities. 

By the beginning of March 2016, it was clear that criminal enterprises supported by encryption ransomware 
would define much of the threat landscape in 2016. At that point, numerous encryption ransomware 
varieties were in play. However, by the end of the first quarter, Locky had begun to edge out many of these. 
The first quarter saw the end of CryptoWall and by the end of the second quarter TeslaCrypt had also 
vanished. However, use of the Cerber encryption ransomware increased during the second quarter as 
adoption of this ransomware increased. Much of the relative growth in Cerber usage took place during an 
extended outage in the Locky encryption ransomware’s distribution resources during June 2016. Between 
May 31, 2016 and June 15, 2016, Locky was largely absent from phishing email, marking one of the most 
significant hiatuses since its introduction. This absence has since been attributed to a disruption in the 
infrastructure responsible for the delivery of phishing emails bearing this malware. 

The threat actors delivering this malware, rather than relying on small numbers of highly-convincing 
messages, blasted out huge numbers of emails with staggering numbers of unique malware delivery 
attachments. Each of these script application or Office document attachments was then able to 
download a Locky payload from any among dozens of payload locations unique to that Locky campaign. 
Furthermore, investigation into the nature of these payload locations indicated that the vast majority were 
otherwise benign websites and domains that were compromised by the threat actors to facilitate the 
distribution of this malware.

For example, each email in the notorious Locky 
campaign from November 2016 that cited the 
purported detection by the US Office of Personnel 
Management of “suspicious movements” in the 
victim’s bank account delivered one of 323 unique 
JavaScript applications capable of obtaining its 
obfuscated Locky payload from any of 78 unique 
payload locations. The largest number of unique 
payload locations associated with a single set 
of Locky emails was 215 recorded in late May 
2016. The largest number of unique attachments 
associated with a set of Locky emails was 735 
recorded earlier that same month. Statistics like 
these show the tenacity of Locky threat actors 
and the scale of their resources. The deployment 
of payload files across 215 locations requires a 
relatively sophisticated and reliable process for first 
compromising so many websites and then placing 
the payload files at those locations.

Ransomware

Non-Ransomware

10%

90%

Payload URL
Breakdown
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Despite the impressive scope of these factors, each of these payload locations was identified during 
the analysis process and promptly made available in PhishMe Intelligence reporting. The threat actors 
understand that with scale, also comes visibility. So, they made sure to rotate through these payload 
locations quickly. Approximately seventy-five percent of Locky payload URLs were utilized once and 
only once in the distribution of that malware. While this seems wasteful, the threat actors recognize 
that their payload locations were likely to be discovered by researchers shortly after the start of a 
phishing attack. Therefore, it was imperative that threat actors keep their distribution points fresh to 
stay ahead of researchers. 

While the June 2016 outage in this infrastructure served 
as a temporary reprieve for victims, it also gave the threat 
actors the opportunity to revise and update their overall 
tool set to improve the effectiveness and likelihood 
of infecting victims. Immediately following the return 
to regular Locky deployments, threat actors debuted 
new enhancements to the distribution processes and 
application runtime. Chief among these were additional 
functionalities, and features that were designed to 
frustrate the efforts of researchers as they attempted to 
analyze Locky binaries and to avoid detection by security 
solutions during the infection process. 

Locky Ransomware

Other Ransomware

6%

94%

Payload URL
Breakdown

2016 Q42016 Q32016 Q22016 Q1

Cerber
CryptoWall
Locky
Troldesh

CTB-Locker
JS-PHP Encryption Ransomware
TeslaCrypt
Other Ransomware Varieties

Figure 5:  The ransomware tools chosen by threat actors evolved through the year
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In July 2016, Locky ransomware samples began being distributed with the ability to infect and encrypt files 
on computers even if the victim’s computer was not connected to the internet at the time of infection. This 
trend continued in September 2016 with some Locky samples being distributed without any intention of 
utilizing command and control resources. 

Most Locky samples have relied on the transfer of information about the infected machine to a command 
and control host so a decryption key can be provided later when the ransom has been paid. However, this 
creates an opportunity for the ransomware to be detected during the infection process and supporting 
infrastructure to be disrupted soon after. The ransomware business model relies on the volume of infections 
to be successful, so disrupted command and control infrastructure is a significant challenge for threat 
actors as it prevents victims from having their files encrypted. However, many Locky samples in 2016 
circumvented this by making the offline encryption mode the default, meaning the threat actor does not 
need to be concerned with the health of the command and control infrastructure. Additionally, avoiding 
network communication provides threat actors with a second advantage – a decreased likelihood of 
detection. By not making command and control callbacks, threat actors avoid introducing indicators of 
compromise during their infection process. However, by the end of the year, the bulk of Locky samples 
began to once again rely on command and control callbacks as part of the infection process.

With the mid-June return of the Locky encryption ransomware to the threat landscape, Locky samples began 
to make use of a new file encrypted by the malware. Instead of using the “.zepto” extension, the “.locky” 
extension was used. Many information security professionals posited that this new extension belied the 
distribution of a new, copycat encryption ransomware that differed from Locky and began referring to these 
samples as a new encryption ransomware called “Zepto.” However, based on examination of the supporting 
infrastructure, runtime behavior and ransom payment, it was clear that these, too, were Locky samples with 
a modified set of behaviors.

Figure 6:  TeslaCrypt ransom note channeling CryptoWall design
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Although not among the most frequently-used ransomware varieties in phishing email, the Criakl encryption 
ransomware featured in one of the most creative and distinctive phishing attacks from the past year. In March 
2016, phishers crafted a message informing victims that the results of their DNA test were ready with a link 
from which the victim could supposedly obtain them. 

Criakl is one of several ransomware varieties 
identified during 2016 that provide victims 
with an email address rather than a website 
for ransom terms and payment. Ransomware 
in this category is generally less-sophisticated 
and used by threat actors perceived as having 
fewer available resources than those using 
another ransomware like Locky or Cerber. While 
lacking the polish and refinement of these other 
ransomware tools, Criakl is still an effective 
means for compelling victims to turn over a 
Bitcoin payment in exchange for restoring access 
to important information. Furthermore, Criakl 
provides interesting visuals by changing the 
victim’s desktop wallpaper to a ransom note with 
instructions for contacting the threat actor to 
negotiate the terms for ransom payment.

Figure 7: Criakl phish using a “DNA test” theme 
was among the most bizarre of 2016

Figure 8:  Criakl asks victims to contact the threat actor at their support email
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Figure 9: Visual Basic scripts used by Cerber to generate audio ransom notes added depth to attacks

The Cerber encryption ransomware has been a fixture on the threat landscape and certainly the second-most 
prominent behind Locky in 2016. One of Cerber’s early differentiators was its use of a Visual Basic script and 
Windows text-to-voice system to provide an audio ransom note to victims. Using a harsh, digital voice, the 
ransomware announces to the victim the fact that their information is no longer available to them and adds one 
more element to compel the payment of the ransom demands.

Threat actors using the Cerber ransomware leveraged a wide range of phishing narratives in the delivery of their 
malware tools. Most used clever social engineering tactics to hold and exploit users’ attention but some were 
very clever. One exceptional example from April 2016 uses clear soft targeting to gain the attention of individuals 
working in the accounting or financial departments of companies by making an exasperated plea for help 
resolving tax evasion and money laundering accusations. The key element that sets this example apart is the 
statement that the attached accusatory document “shows your company name and this email address”. 

However, other less-exceptional examples of phishing emails featured subject lines like “What do you think of my 
new hair?” and messages containing only a single emoji. Other examples featured empty message bodies and 
pseudorandom first-name, last-name subject lines. In each case, the threat actor is relying on the mystery and 
passive creation of intrigue to bait victims into opening the emails’ attachments. Missing are the strong narrative 
points seen in examples like Figure 10 above. 

Figure 10:  An exasperated plea for help was used to deliver Cerber to accounting and finance departments
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The greater ransomware trend in 2016, driven by Locky’s aggressive distribution volumes, continued upward 
through the end of the year. However, some threat actors began to recognize the value of stacking additional 
malware infections on top of ransomware to maximize their ability to monetize and extract value from each 
infection. Two key examples are the juxtaposition of the Troldesh encryption ransomware alongside a content 
management system brute-forcing malware and the prolific distribution of Locky alongside the Kovter botnet 
malware. 
 
In the first example, a CMSBrute malware, designed to force its way into content management systems like 
WordPress and Joomla by guessing login credentials, was delivered alongside Troldesh. This was a valuable 
pairing for threat actors because in addition to demanding a ransom, the threat actor may also compromise 
websites for any number of reasons including the posting of new malware payloads to be downloaded in later 
campaigns. Beyond simply giving threat actors access to the compromised websites, this malware also pushes 
the responsibility for those compromises away from the threat actor, giving them deniability and distance from 
the attacks. However, the victim, whose computer is now being used to launch brute-force attacks on websites, 
must still pay the demanded ransom to regain access to the files that have been encrypted by Troldesh. 

During late 2016, the Kovter ad fraud trojan began shipping with the Locky encryption ransomware. The 
distributors behind Kovter experimented with “ransomware” earlier in the year in the form of a malicious 
JavaScript application and eventually evolved into a simplistic, yet effective JavaScript and PHP encryption tool. 
However, by November, the threat actors had graduated to delivering a “real” encryption ransomware by using 
the attached JavaScript application to download both a Locky encryption ransomware binary and the Kovter 
executable. This setup harnessed the most successful ransomware of 2016 to provide a short path to financial 
gains while also including the ability for the threat actor to perform reconnaissance and maintain access to the 
infected environment for extended periods of time.

This technique benefits threat actors in a number of ways. First, if a threat actor can place a ransomware sample 
within an environment and then simultaneously expand his reach using additional malware samples, the threat 
actor has created two avenues for victimizing that individual or organization. The ransomware is the most 
obvious component of this scenario, but the additional malware sample could be used for a much longer and 
more damaging operation with implications reaching far beyond the ransomware incident. Secondly, since the 
expectation is that the ransomware sample is the only avenue for monetization and the only malware involved in 
most ransomware incidents, an individual or organization may not seek out the additional malware and instead 
address only the obvious threat instead of the quieter and more longitudinal threat. 

However, this demonstrates that even threat actors relying on ransomware for monetization also recognize the 
value of these more traditional malware tools. This is a sentiment that appears to resonate with many attackers 
as overall trends from 2016 show.

Ransomware, by necessity, requires the threat actor to interact with the victim. Instead of relying on silent 
monitoring and collection of information from victims, ransomware notoriously informs them they have lost 
access to files on their computer. The ransom note itself requires both power and finesse. It must be strong 
enough to compel the victim to pay and yet not make it seem impossible to do so.

Headed Toward the Breach: Information and Data Theft Still Reigns Supreme
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Figure 11:  Threat actors use compelling content to convince victims they should pay the ransom demands

Ransomware communicates its presence to the victim shortly after the conclusion of the infection process. 
This has resulted in some creative ransom notes and payment interfaces. In some cases, such as the 
Cerber encryption ransomware, the malware even incorporates audio feedback to inform victims of their 
predicament. However, the bulk of malware analyzed in 2016 did not inform its victims that it was present 
within infected environments.

Pony Remote
Access
Trojan

Keylogger DridexBanload Neverquest Kovter Andromeda TrickBot KINS
Trojan

Figure 12:  Easy-to-access tools like Pony, remote access trojans, and off-the-shelf keyloggers remained popular
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One of the important trends from 2016 was the 63% of distinct phishing attacks that delivered some 
non-ransomware utility. This 63% was composed of off-the-shelf remote access trojans, keyloggers and 
information stealer malware, such as Pony, but also featured some more sophisticated and closely held 
utilities, such as Dridex, Neverquest and TrickBot. 

The Neverquest or Vawtrak financial crimes trojan continued to be distributed throughout 2016 using a 
clever and somewhat sophisticated delivery mechanism. This derivative of the Gozi malware has been 
successful as a multipurpose botnet malware leveraging web injects, HTTP formgrabs and the adaptability 
afforded by the ability to load additional malware modules. 

One interesting episode took place in September 2016 when PhishMe Intelligence analyzed a campaign 
distributing the H1N1 Loader, Pony and Neverquest that made use of three types of delivery tools: 
Microsoft Office macro documents, JavaScript and Microsoft HTML (HTA). What made this campaign 
unique is its demonstration that threat actors are willing to deliver multiple malware delivery utilities in 
order to bypass anti-virus solutions and technologies. This also reveals that malware authors and threat 
actors are aware of what information security organizations tell users about what types of files and 
applications to avoid. 

However, threat actors in 2016 did not rely on the introduction of clever obfuscation techniques alone. 
Instead, many leveraged tried-and-true functionality, remixed and reintroduced in updated malware tools. 
One example is the Loki Bot malware, a straightforward and adaptable malware capable of fulfilling the 
role of a robust information stealer. By building in many of the same capabilities that have made Pony 
so successful, the developers of Loki Bot serve an important segment of the crimeware market – theft 
of saved credentials and cryptocurrency wallet data. The Loki Bot functionalities are best described by 
posts to online criminal forums that detail why threat actors should purchase a license for this malware. 
The following screenshots document postings introducing the malware to Damagelab, a forum catering to 
threat actors of varying sophistication levels involved in varying elements of the online threat landscape.

Figure 13:  DamageLabs post touting the features of Loki Bot malware
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The browsers, FTP and VNC clients from which the Loki Bot malware is designed to dump, collect and 
ultimately exfiltrate stored password and login information were listed in the forum posting. Among 
the list of browsers were the three heavyweights: Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome, but other 
less-popular Windows browsers such as Opera, Chromium and Safari were also featured. The same 
diversification can be seen in the list of FTP and VNC client applications. Some of the most popular 
applications, such as FileZilla and TotalCommander, are listed as are some less ubiquitous options, 
such as MyFTP and CyberDuck.

Figure 14:  List of browsers and FTP/VNC clients targeted by Loki Bot

There is a great deal of overlap between Loki Bot’s full list of targeted data and applications and the 
stealer modules listed in the Pony malware source code. A total of 126 applications are listed in the Loki 
Bot marketing post, while Pony’s PasswordModules.asm lists 134 distinct targets for its information 
theft. Many of the same browsers, FTP clients and cryptocurrency varieties are found in both, with much 
of the shared applications also being the most popular and widely used.

Another key example of repurposed functionality can be found in the TrickBot trojan. This malware 
represents a relatively new botnet trojan meant to imitate characteristics of the infamous Dyre trojan. 
TrickBot was observed in phishing emails for the first time in October 2016 and was named due to its 
distinctive user agent string. This malware provides many of the botnet and financial crimes functionality 
that made the Dyre malware such a success but lacks many of the refinements and careful nuances that 
made the Dyre trojan a high-quality malware utility. This indicates that the developers of this malware 
have produced a decent approximation of Dyre but not a clone of that prolific malware. Two of the 
earliest TrickBot samples were delivered using the Godzilla Loader, a clever malware downloader used 
previously to deliver the RockLoader malware among many others, while later analyses simply delivered 
TrickBot as a stand-alone executable or utilized a Microsoft Office document with macro scripting for the 
malware delivery. 
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Figure 15:  Side-by-side comparison of configuration documents shows one of TrickBot’s similarities to Dyre

While this malware certainly exhibits characteristics borrowed from the Dyre trojan and likely seeks to 
share in the success enjoyed by that malware through 2014 and 2015, some elements of this malware’s 
infection and persistence mechanisms were quite unrefined. For example, contrasting with Dyre, 
TrickBot runs as a stand-alone process for much of the time it’s present within an infected environment. 
Furthermore, this process appears to spawn new service host processes as new modules are added to 
the malware install, creating additional opportunities for the detection of malicious behavior. Additionally, 
TrickBot ensures it launches each time that an infected machine is rebooted by creating a scheduled 
Windows Task. While this last item is a streamlined way to ensure persistence, the threat actors have left 
the name of this task “Bot” – a naming scheme that points once again to a lack of refinement. However, 
some attributes are a close match to those associated with Dyre as can be seen in the XML documents 
defining the behavior and resources to be used for command and control support.

The usage of Office documents with macro scripting designed to facilitate the download and execution of 
Dridex payloads was a long-established methodology employed by threat actors delivering this malware. 
Examples of this behavior have been commonplace since 2014. Beginning in early 2016, delivery of the 
Dridex malware evidenced an increased degree of experimentation. Examples of this experimentation include 
the usage of Microsoft Office exploitation, JavaScript downloader applications and the use of Office macro 
scripting to extract an embedded Dridex binary. Another variation that loomed large as a significant departure 
was the limited use of the Angler exploit kit to deliver Dridex during May 2016. 

One of the most notable malware episodes from 2016 involved the Bolek malware. This malware, analyzed in 
April, presented some novel characteristics but also served as a prime example of infrastructure reuse. The 
phishing threat actors delivered messages exclusively in Polish, reusing classic message narratives such as an 
“order confirmation” or “delivery” notification. Attached to each message was a ZIP archive containing a single 
Windows executable. This executable was a sample of the Godzilla Loader which, at runtime was tasked with 
providing a sample of a sophisticated botnet malware. 

The developers of the Bolek malware use many tricks to frustrate detection and analysis efforts. For example, 
the attackers split out some library imports to obscure the extent of functionality carried by the malware. 
The decompiled assembly code from Bolek reveals that each character in the name of the functions – such 
as “OpenEventW” – are pushed before loading the effective address (LEA) of the function and pushing the 
necessary arguments. It is not until this process is complete that the function is finally executed. The malware 
developer uses this staggered library import technique to avoid the listing of imports in a way that would make 
that information readily available to researchers.
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During the second quarter of 2016, PhishMe Intelligence identified a significant increase in Java remote 
access trojan applications. These applications are all self-identified in their configuration documents as the 
jRAT remote access Trojan – a project of jrat.io. Analysis of this remote access trojan showed that it is nearly 
identical to the JSocket remote access trojan that was a popular tool among less-sophisticated threat actors 
during 2015 and the beginning of 2016. The product and service provided by jrat.io and their associated 
Twitter and GitHub accounts are meant to attract a broad base of users, making this malware a logical 
choice for numerous less-sophisticated and script kiddie actors as well as more advanced actors.

Figure 16:  Bolek calling functions one character at a time to obscure its functionality

Figure 17:  Comparison between JSocket and jRAT configurations shows similarities and differences
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The jRAT malware’s creators seek to reach a broad user base by creating full-service websites for selling 
access and supporting users. The now-defunct JSocket site is currently only available via historical website 
caches following a takedown and dismantling of its license server in February 2016. This shutdown came 
only days after security researchers highlighted JSocket’s use by a number of prominent threat actors. In 
a terse message posted on the JSocket domain, documented in a Twitter user’s Feb. 10, 2016 post, the 
JSocket support and sales site operators cited “Users [who] used the software for massive spam” as the 
reason for the site’s shutdown. This explanation is intended to reinforce the false claim that these remote 
access trojans are, in fact, just remote access tools that should be used only for legitimate purposes. 
Despite this fact, the maintainers of the jRAT trojan accept only Bitcoin or other cryptocurrency as payment 
for the jRAT license.

Figure 18:  Accepting cryptocurrency as payment for licenses allows for threat actors to hide their identities

The jRAT remote access trojan represents the latest iteration and branding of an older and much longer-lived 
codebase that has been the origin of several remote access trojans including Frutas, UNRECOM, AlienSpy, 
Adwind and JSocket. jRAT’s relationship to this codebase is most evident in its configuration document’s 
similarity to the JSocket configuration methodology. A side-by-side comparison of configuration elements 
utilized by JSocket (on the left) and by jRAT (on the right) to define their behavior shows many of the fields 
in these trojans’ JSON configurations are identical, including the definition of the malware’s command and 
control host and port number as well as the fields relating to execution in virtualized environments.

It is believed that jRAT, supported by the services of jrat.io, is being used by a large number of 
unsophisticated threat actors but also likely sees usage by more sophisticated actors as well. The jRAT 
sales and support website took great care to accentuate the simplicity and extensibility of the tool as 
well as its low and accessible price of Bitcoin equivalent to 39 USD. jRAT support services appear to be 
extensive, even maintaining a GitHub repository at github[.]com/java-rat where threat actors utilizing 
this remote access trojan can find plugins to add useful functionalities to their malware tools such as 
the ability to disable a laptop’s webcam status light. Other plugins include user-friendly themes such as 
“Darcula”.
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The latest iteration of a storied codebase deployed under the name jRAT represents one more example 
of threat actors leveraging a known and reliable tool for criminal activity. While relatively unsophisticated 
tools like a Java remote access trojan may not seem to pose a significant hazard to enterprises, threat 
actors would not continue to leverage these tools if they were ineffective. Coupled with delivery via 
phishing email, the jRAT remote access trojan is currently gaining ground as a fixture of the threat 
landscape.

Figure 19:  jRAT plugins on GitHub extend the functionalities of the utility

One of the most important trends from 2016 was the growth and expansion in use of lightweight script 
applications as the primary delivery techniques for many malware families. Growing in both volume and 
in diversity, these applications overtook all other malware delivery tools in proportion of usage, including 
the prolific Office Macro documents that dominated malware delivery in 2015. The most prevalent among 
these scripting applications has been the ubiquitous JavaScript downloader application, but additional 
scripting application types gained popularity. One of the most notable statistics was the relative decrease 
in the proportion of Office documents with download macro in favor of JavaScript, Visual Basic and WSF 
applications. These lightweight script applications were used extensively in 2016 to deliver marquee 
malware varieties like Dridex and Locky as well as other, growing malware threats, such as the Cerber 
encryption ransomware and the RockLoader malware downloader. 

The Only Constant is Change... Changes in How Malware is Delivered
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One file type that gained popularity in the delivery of notable malware families is the Windows Scripting 
Files format (WSF). Like Office Macro, JavaScript and VBScript applications, this file type serves to 
download and execute malware binaries on victims’ machines. One aspect that makes this file type 
distinct is its support for the mixing of script content for languages such as JavaScript and VBScript 
within a single file to ensure delivery to the victim and its ability to still natively execute in a Windows 
environment.

Figure 20:  WSF files contain script elements written in Jscript and Visual Basic

While 2015 could be dubbed the “year of the macro,” the use of JavaScript and Visual Basic Script files 
to deliver marquee malware variants such as Dridex, Locky and the RockLoader malware downloader in 
2016 was a defining trend. Because of the prevalence of those script types in the threat landscape, file 
signature-based utilities and solutions recognize them and generally detect malicious content within 
these file types. With the introduction of WSF files to the list of common downloader applications, 
malware authors have improved the delivery of malicious files to their victims. This method may be less 
familiar to organizations and less recognizable by some security solutions. 

One of the trends noted in the first quarter of 2016 was the utilization of varied archive types to deliver 
Locky encryption ransomware and Dridex financial crimes malware samples. As with many other 
phishing emails, the bulk of campaigns delivering these malware varieties feature .zip archives attached 
to the phishing message. However, in numerous campaigns, the Locky encryption ransomware has been 
delivered by obfuscated JavaScript applications delivered using .rar archives. This archive format is 
generally used and well-supported by many archive-handler applications but is not natively supported 
by the Windows operating system. This presents both an advantage and a challenge for the threat actor. 
By using .rar archives, the threat actor gains the advantage of delivering attachments that may not be 
closely inspected by edge and email security solutions. However, the threat actor is now presented with 
the challenge of landing these compressed infection vectors in environments that do not support the 
extraction or decompression of these archives. This would represent a wholesale inability for the threat 
actor to secure the infection of that victim’s computer.
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One of the trends noted in the first quarter of 2016 was the utilization of varied archive types to deliver 
Locky encryption ransomware and Dridex financial crimes malware samples. As with many other 
phishing emails, the bulk of campaigns delivering these malware varieties feature .zip archives attached 
to the phishing message. However, in numerous campaigns, the Locky encryption ransomware has been 
delivered by obfuscated JavaScript applications delivered using .rar archives. This archive format is 
generally used and well-supported by many archive-handler applications but is not natively supported 
by the Windows operating system. This presents both an advantage and a challenge for the threat actor. 
By using .rar archives, the threat actor gains the advantage of delivering attachments that may not be 
closely inspected by edge and email security solutions. However, the threat actor is now presented with 
the challenge of landing these compressed infection vectors in environments that do not support the 
extraction or decompression of these archives. This would represent a wholesale inability for the threat 
actor to secure the infection of that victim’s computer.

In some cases, however, the threat actor may elect a more esoteric compression format in an attempt 
to ensure a higher rate of delivery. This was the case for a series of campaigns in early 2016 in which 
threat actors delivered the Dridex malware using a JavaScript application contained and attached to the 
phishing emails within a .tgz archive. The .tgz extension is indicative of a tarball archive compressed 
using gzip compression. This file is generally utilized within Linux and Unix environments and is not fully 
supported within the Windows environment. However, these tarballs can be accessed on a Windows 
desktop environment using a third-party application such as 7-Zip. The lack of a ubiquitous way to access 
esoteric archive formats in Windows serves as a limiting factor for securing infections even if it increases 
the likelihood that the emails will be delivered.

However, alteration in the attachment type was not the only way that threat actors attempted to increase 
the rates of Dridex delivery. During the first quarter of 2016, these actors leveraged a widely varying set 
of delivery mechanisms, including JavaScript downloader applications, a rich text format document 
containing an exploit for CVE-2012-0158, as well as the Angler exploit kit. The latter added another, 
distinct vector for delivering this full-featured botnet malware delivered using phishing emails. Angler 
represented one of the most sophisticated and successful means for malware delivery for much of 
2016 and indicated that the Dridex threat actors are very well-equipped and capable of leveraging highly 
dangerous tools. 

Links to landing pages for the Angler exploit kit were distributed using clever phishing emails. When a 
victim clicks on the links to these landing pages, Angler performs a number of browser-based checks to 
validate that the intended victim is both viable and not on a researcher’s computer before forwarding the 
victim’s browser on to a number of subsequent web pages containing exploit content. Once the victim’s 
browser has been examined and deemed eligible for infection, a Dridex loader executable is delivered 
to the computer and run. At runtime, the delivered malware payload makes contact with a number of 
command and control hosts designed to deliver the core DLL content used by the malware to carry out 
its command and control communication. This communication includes the exfiltration of information 
collected by the malware from browsers as well as the ability to provide threat actors with direct access 
to the infected machine.

Later in 2016 phishers returned to a technique that abuses a built-in feature of Microsoft Office – 
password protection – as a way to deliver malware payloads. 
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This technique was used in the delivery Cerber samples and makes sense for a few reasons. First, it makes 
it significantly easier to achieve the first goal in the threat actor’s attack life cycle – ensuring the email is 
delivered to the recipient. Since most organizations rely heavily on the Microsoft Office suite, blocking those 
documents creates a significant challenge to productivity. Threat actors’ use of Office documents delivered 
by emails alongside legitimate business emails delivering legitimate Office documents makes it difficult to 
implement controls that filter the dangerous messages while allowing the useful ones to pass. Furthermore, 
when a document is secured with a password, many perimeter defenses are rendered useless by restricting 
their ability to inspect these documents and their content for malware or malware delivery vectors. 

Figure 21:  Threat actors provide the password for their attached document in the phishing email

Figure 22:  These passwords are available to the victim for use with the malicious attachment
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However, ransomware phishers are not the only adversaries leveraging this technique effectively. More 
recent examples in which a financial crimes or botnet trojan is delivered to victims represent yet another 
iteration in growth and development of the online crime landscape. Campaigns in late 2016 used 
password-protected documents to deliver the Ursnif botnet malware. By applying a unique password to 
each of the Microsoft Word documents attached to the phishing emails, the threat actors gain the ability 
to secure a higher rate of delivery for their malware utility. 

Beyond simply evading perimeter controls, this technique also defies the expectations set for what 
malware delivery should look like. Take for example the two documents shown below. The first contains 
a bright yellow bar displaying a security warning and prompting victims to enable macros. The document 
itself explains this away by informing victims that the document was “created in [an] earlier version” of 
Word and that everything is probably fine if macros are enabled. 

Figure 23: Despite the content, many users recognize the “Enable Content” button as a risk factor for malware

Contrast this with the content presented to a recipient of a password-protected document as shown 
below. Any malware delivery content is behind the password prompt and therefore doesn’t match the 
expectations set by other threat actors who have relied heavily on Office documents with macros for 
the past few years. Instead, the threat actor is seeking to build a rapport with the victim by presenting 
them with a secure, private document protected by a password. It is only after this document has been 
delivered and the password entered that the victim will be presented with the malware delivery vector. 
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However, Ursnif threat actors deploying password-protected documents took yet another step to break 
from the expectations set by most threat actors over the past year. Once the password had been 
provided to open the Word document, the victim is presented with two icons that, when double-clicked, 
led to the deployment of a Visual Basic script application used to download the malware binary. This 
technique does not require macro scripting and does not prompt victims to enable macros – an action 
against which many users have been cautioned. Instead, as Figure 2 shows, the document presents 
two convincing icons that appear as if they may lead to the opening of additional Word documents. It 
is important to note that virtually any executable payload type can be deployed using this technique,  
including natively executable malware downloaders or other types of script applications. 

Figure 24:  Requiring a password defies expectations for how malware delivery should look

Figure 25:  OLE packages in Word documents provides threat actors with a convincing and robust delivery method

Taking the evasion and anti-analysis techniques to yet another level, these Ursnif payloads were delivered 
as an obfuscated blob of inert data that was then transformed into a working DLL executable by the 
Visual Basic script. As the obfuscated blob of data traverses the network, perimeter defenses are less 
likely to identify its content as executable since it was made to not resemble an executable. Furthermore, 
by delivering the malware binary as a DLL, the threat actor can run the malware using the trusted and 
core Windows component RunDLL32.exe.
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While threat actors performed careful election of the tools used to deliver malware from phishing 
emails, some of the most interesting developments from 2016 involved the layering of anti-analysis and 
obfuscation techniques to get around implemented technology.  

One of the most mundane examples was the delivery of Banload samples using a password-protected 
ZIP archive. Threat actors leveraging this technique distributed emails that each delivered a JavaScript 
application designed to download a password-protected ZIP archive and a copy of the legitimate 7-Zip 
application. Once downloaded, the JavaScript application uses the 7za.exe application along with the 
hard-coded password to extract the ZIP archive to the infected machine’s Temp directory. The script 
application then calls upon the 7-Zip command line application, points it at the appropriate target archive, 
provides it with the appropriate password and defines the outputs location for the unarchived content. 
Once this process is complete, the JavaScript application proceeds to execute the malware payload, a 
multipart financial crimes trojan, from the output location.

This technique attempts to take advantage of perimeter defenses that may forbid the download of 
unknown executables but might permit the download of the legitimate 7-Zip application. Furthermore, by 
delivering the payload executables as the content of an encrypted ZIP archive, the threat actor hopes to 
prevent the close investigation of this file and the discovery of its malicious content. This technique also 
gains the ability to potentially bypass certain aspects of application whitelisting by abusing a known and 
legitimate software application to remove the payloads from their password-protected archive. 

Getting Around Technology: Anti-Analysis and Obfuscation Techniques

Figure 26:  Obfuscated blobs like those on the left can be turned into working malware 
applications like those on the right

Figure 27:  Abusing 7-Zip allows threat actors to deliver malware in password-protected archives
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One method leveraged by the Dridex threat actors in March 2016 uses a classic steganographic technique 
– hiding the executable content of a malware payload within an apparently harmless image file. By hiding 
malware content in a file type commonly treated as benign in all cases, the threat actor is leveraging a more 
sophisticated method for evading detection by endpoint and edge security. Once downloaded, this image 
file can then be manipulated by a script application to create a functional malware executable. 

Once the macro script completed the transformation of this embedded content into a functional Dridex 
executable, this executable was used to add victims’ computers to the Dridex botnet where they are 
subject to credential theft via web injection and HTTP modification as well as keylogging and the ability 
to deploy more specialized malware payloads. 

Almost two months later, this same technique was leveraged once again to deliver the Cerber encryption 
ransomware. A different image file containing similar anomalous content was downloaded by a Microsoft 
Word document’s macro content and used to create a working Cerber executable on disk.

Examination of the binary content of 
this image reveals an anomalous data 
segment beginning shortly after the 
hexadecimal offset 3700. This anomalous 
data segment corresponds to content 
stored in a file created by the Office 
document’s macro script presumably 
as an intermediate step preceding the 
decoding of the embedded content.

Figure 28: Benign images can be abused to deliver malware content

Figure 29:  Threat actors embed obfuscated malware binaries in image files using steganography
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Implementing another layer of anti-analysis and evasion techniques, Locky was later delivered as runnable 
DLL files that are then executed using the Windows utility RunDLL32 rather than a standard Windows 
application. This defies the expectations for most malware delivery and serves as an attempt by the threat 
actor to avoid detection. Like the Locky executables delivered earlier on, these samples also leverage 
command line argumentation as a requirement for runtime but with the addition of a DLL entry point as well. 

Figure 30:  Locky command line arguments were also combined with DLL entry points

Observations of the increased fluidity of these DLL entry points and runtime arguments in November 
2016 demonstrated that the Locky codebase had progressed to a point of robustness that supported 
a large amount of variability. Examples from November demonstrated that in addition to the rapidly 
changing DLL entry point definition, the extension of the DLL used to encrypt victims’ files is also 
changing frequently, adding yet another moving target for researchers.

This change implies two likely facts about the Locky encryption ransomware. First, the threat actors have 
built a codebase and delivery pathway that allows for the arbitrary application of file extensions to the 
DLL executables at the core of the Locky infection process. Second, it shows that the threat actors are 
responsive to the increased awareness surrounding their use of DLLs as part of their malware delivery 
process. The former implies that the malware writers who have developed and designed the Locky 
encryption ransomware are still maturing the codebase to add increased robustness. The latter implies 
that the Locky threat actors recognize that after their changeover to DLL usage, technical controls were 
implemented by security professionals to mitigate the change. 

Figure 31:  Late in the year, the variance in entry points increased significantly
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Throughout 2016, threat actors took a special interest in attempting to prevent the detection of malware 
binaries as they were being delivered over the network. The techniques used by the Locky threat actors 
serve as examples of how evasion can be facilitated by obfuscating the payload file. Other threat actors 
leveraged unexpected download methods and protocols to accomplish the same goal. One example 
that showcases this trend is the invocation of the Microsoft Background Intelligent Transfer Service by 
various malware delivery scripts and Office macro scripting to facilitate the download of a payload. BITS 
is designed to manage asynchronous HTTP downloads of files and applications and used with various 
Microsoft Update processes but is also exposed for use by other developers. Most importantly, it can be 
invoked using the BITS Administration Utility application using script applications. 

The usage of the Background Intelligence Transfer Service was observed alongside the increased usage of 
various script applications written in JavaScript, Visual Basic and even Windows Batch console scripting. 
Lightweight script applications written in these languages for native execution in the Windows environment 
have the ability to invoke the BITS Administration Utility passing a payload location as an argument.

The result is the multipart download of a malware payload binary from a URI featuring a politically 
charged message. By leveraging a nonstandard means of accessing an online resource using HTTP, 
threat actors stand to evade detection by breaking from expected means of payload delivery – namely 
the contiguous download of a file using a standard HTTP GET.

Figure 32:  Abusing the Microsoft BITS utility allows threat actors to download malware in unexpected ways

Figure 33:  Using BITS breaks up the download into smaller chunks

Regardless of the malware payload delivery mechanism, all of these samples were delivered via phishing 
emails which had already bypassed most technologies in place. Once the email makes it to the inbox, 
the last line of defense is an employee conditioned to recognize suspicious messages, links and 
attachments. 
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By the end of 2016, a few facts were overwhelmingly clear. First, the widespread implementation of 
anti-analysis techniques and obfuscation in payload delivery is meant to disadvantage researchers and 
security professionals as they seek out and respond to intrusions. Similarly, the evolution in techniques 
and tools utilized during the malware delivery process is designed to defy expectations for malware 
delivery and successfully infect endpoints and networks with malicious software. Where threat actors 
once relied on the download of malware binaries by native Windows applications, the use of lightweight 
script applications and Office documents with macro scripting to download obfuscated blobs of data 
has gained popularity. Part of this is inspired by threat actors’ confidence that they will be able to secure 
the delivery of the malware payload using these techniques – that they have developed means for 
successfully circumventing technical controls.

In Conclusion

This has different results for the type of malware delivered by those means. The bulk of malware utilities 
delivered in 2016 were designed to infiltrate a victim environment and maintain a stealthy presence, 
avoiding detection for extended periods of time. For these threat actors, avoiding detection during the 
delivery phase of an attack is crucial since statistics have shown that these tools can exist within a 
network for months before being identified. The critical period is the delivery phase. Similarly, ransomware 
utilities, while making themselves immediately known, also rely on the delivery and successful deployment 
of the malware payload since that represents completion of the mission.

Thus, it has become more important than ever to detect and interdict malware during the delivery phase. 
The lessons of long-lived malware infections within sensitive environments first taught that truth. The 
immediate damage caused by encryption ransomware has driven it home. This challenges the traditional 
sense of malware hunting, making it a defense strategy necessary earlier in the attack kill chain as the 
malware is delivered. 

Ransomware tools delivered using clever evasion techniques have dominated the discussion in 2016. 
However, threat actors in 2017 will likely attempt to couple ransomware with botnet and information-
stealing malware. This will take advantage of both successful online crime business models to maximize 
the pathway to monetization. It is also likely that threat actors will continue to invest resources in 
developing and extending the functionality of these malware varieties. Agility in monetization strategies 
will be lucrative for threat actors of all sophistication levels as ransomware utilities provide a path to 
immediate financial gains while other malware provides long-term access to networks and private 
information.

This will feed into the existing arms race surrounding technical controls that have abused trusted file 
formats and defied expectations for how malware delivery should look. Threat actors will attempt to find 
new ways to evade technical controls that iterate upon fixtures present in the current threat landscape. 
Examples from late 2016 have already shown how threat actors have found innovative ways to abuse 
functionalities in trusted applications like Microsoft Office to deliver malware tools. The successes 
enjoyed by these threat actors will likely be imitated and replicated by others.   
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For more information about this report or PhishMe’s award-winning 
phishing defense solutions, please email info@phishme.com. Sign 
up for PhishMe Threat Alerts for updates on the latest malware and 
ransomware attacks in real-time.

Although threat actors seek to keep those tasked with defending endpoints and networks in a disadvantaged 
position, their challenge is not insurmountable. By developing a holistic phishing defense strategy, information 
security professionals can counter threat actors at every turn. First, by preparing and empowering users to 
critically analyze and spot phishing emails, organizations can stop malware deployment before any evasion 
technique enters into play. Second, by reinforcing those users’ abilities to report phishing emails to security 
professionals, organizations can gain access to a wealth of internally sourced and high-fidelity threat 
intelligence. Coupled with a robust incident response platform and plan that’s enriched by external intelligence 
on both the infrastructure and style used to support attacks, security professionals can circumvent and 
defense against phishing attacks without relying on the technical controls and detection methods threat 
actors seek to evade. 


